USER GUIDE

Welcome to the
Football-Bet-Data
user guide.

Our website is specifically designed to make your life easier. Bringing together a myriad of football
detail and providing an easy vessel in which you can filter and slice to your output needs.
Football-Bet-Data has evolved over the years, mainly through user interaction and suggestions. All
feedback given to us is taken on board and fully considered where reasonably practicable so we
openly encourage user interaction and feedback.
Please be aware that we make no claims about how much money you could make as the result
of any output, you should never afford to gamble what you can’t afford to lose. It is important to
understand that Football-Bet-Data is just a tool to enable you to analyse and manipulate past and
upcoming data for your individual needs.
Please take a moment to read through the remainder of this instruction guide which is intended to
assist in navigation around our website and the relevant features.

Set Up
All that is required to access our site is web browsing facilities. The website will work with all
varieties of browser, including ones designed for tablets and smart phones.
To output information you will need an active and validated version of Microsoft Excel.

System Requirements
No specific requirements, as long as you have a stable internet connection, web browsing
functionality and Microsoft Excel for downloading and export.

Menu Bar
Home
This is the home page and landing page. From here you can sign in, join up, and download the
current day’s download file. You can also view our latest tweets which is a handy place for the
latest news and updates.

Membership Options
Join Up Today – The Registration page for sign up. Username should be your valid email
address, password (which is encrypted and fully protected) and your membership type (Basic,
Monthly recurring, Joint Monthly recurring which gives access to both FBD and RBD, Annual
Recurring and Joint Annual).
Payment for advanced membership is processed through Paypal, the world’s number 1 payment
gateway. All payments made are secure, Paypal offers additional buyer and seller protection.
All payments are made on a recurring basis and it is the user’s responsibility to cancel recurring
payments BEFORE the next payment cycle.
Upgrade to Advanced – If you already have a basic membership and wish to upgrade, this
menu option will allow you to process your payment within seconds and become an advanced
member. Please ensure after completing your payment you follow the on screen prompt to
complete the registration form – this speeds up the process and ensures your account can be
directly linked to the Paypal transaction
Memberships Explained – A brief overview of each membership type
My Account – An overview of your account status, showing your membership type
(advanced or basic), Payment type (Monthly, Joint, Annual) and also the option to change your
password.

If you’d like more detail behind each of the fields please contact us. We also show the predicted
score for each game in the coffee coloured bar, and the form of each team (oldest to newest) in
the beige coloured rows. A cropped illustration of the file is shown below.

Football-Bet-Data
Today’s data download – Access is for advanced members only. This allows you to
download an Excel file which includes details of matches happening today in each of the
leagues we cover, including each team’s last 5 games. The file is divided up by league’s on
different tabs, and then a combined tab which lists all matches taking place today. The file is
available from 5am daily (Usually this is much earlier).
Contained within the file is the date of game, home team, away teams, league, Home goals,
Away Goals, Result, Prediction (FBD score prediction where applicable)
Result, Predicted Result, Half time H goals Half time A goals, Half Time result, Home team
goal times, Away team goal times, Average Home odds (all bookmakers
offering odds on the game), Maximum Home odds (Estimated exchange odds, uses average
x 5% calculation), Predicted Home odds (FBD predicted fair odds),
Average Draw odds (all bookmakers offering odds on the game), Maximum Draw odds
(Estimated exchange odds, uses average x 5% calculation), Predicted Draw odds
(FBD predicted fair odds), Average Away odds (all bookmakers offering odds on the game),
Maximum Away odds (Estimated exchange odds, uses average x 5% calculation), Predicted
Away odds (FBD predicted fair odds), CS Odds (Estimated odds of the predicted score),
Max CS Odds (Estimated maximum odds of the predicted score), Pred Ov25 is our
predicted Over 2.5 goal odds, Pred Un25 is our predicted Under 2.5 goal odds, Pred BTS Y
is our predicted odds for Both Teams to Score, The remaining odds fields show the average
odds and estimated maximum odds for Over / Under, Draw No bet, Double Chance, Both
Teams Score markets, Actual Total Goals, Predicted total goals, Year of the game, Season,
Average return using 10 stakes to back our result prediction, Average Correct Score return
using 1 unit stakes to back our correct score prediction, Maximum return using 10 stakes
to back our result prediction, Maximum Correct Score return using 1 unit stakes to back our
correct score prediction.

Data Archive – This section is the engine room of the site, and allows users to generate
bespoke output. The filters should be pretty self explanatory and where possible we have
added pop up hints and keys which can be accessed by clicking or positioning the curser over
the respective key as shown below in yellow.

The site gives the ability to save a preset criteria and name it, so the top part of the dashboard
allows the user to easily recall their named set of criteria as shown below, here we don’t have
any preset criteria named or saved.

Please note...
that score predictions are only generated after the home team has payed 6 home games, and
the away team has played 6 away games of the current season. Games without a score
prediction can still be displayed by ensuring the “Include matches with no prediction” box is
ticked.
To generate output from the dashboard, you will need to select at least one option from each
set of filters, ensuring that output is not conflicting. As mentioned each section should be pretty
self explaining, when you have your criteria ticked you can output the results, either to screen
(by selecting get results) which will include a couple of summary tables at the bottom of the
output detailing the profitability.
You are also able to then export the full output to Excel if you wish by clicking the “Extract full
data below to Excel” button situated above the data output and below the dashboard filters. Or
if you didn’t want to send the output to screen and cut out some time, you could just select
“Direct to Excel” to set the output straight to Excel. Please note, outputs are restricted to
30,000 rows at a time, this is to prevent your PC and our servers going into meltdown by trying
to process a range of data too large for system capabilities. Basic members have access
restricted to 10 lines and only data in the past can be viewed.

Fixtures & Results
– If its pure scores and results you need, this page will offer the output desired without
any of the bells and whistles. You can extract data specific leagues and seasons using
the filters and exporting to screen or Excel.
Head to Head
– From here you are able to compare the league history of two teams. As with all of
our site, play off and cup games are not included within the data set. You can tick the
option “Include both home and away games” which does as it suggests and does not
limit the output to home team at home only. The output can be sent to screen, which
includes further analysis of the teams meetings, or to Excel for further manipulation if
required.
Selection Management
– For advanced members only, this menu option will allow you to create, name,
amend, delete and use a preset list of criteria. Very useful if you are regularly checking
the same type of criteria. It maybe that you want to check games that are predicted to
be 0-0 in a certain league. You can enter a name for this “system” then go about
ticking the criteria you require (please ensure that at least one selection is made in
each set of filter criteria and that no filters are conflicting). This is exactly the same
method as you would use on the main dashboard, however at the end of the filters
you have the option to “Save” rather than export. Once the system is saved, you can
click “Use” to self populate the fields you have chosen on the main dashboard, you
can then select this each day (or how ever often you desire) from the main dashboard
by clicking the system you require. Using the selection Management page you can
amend this, delete this or create others at any time. There is no limit to the amount
of preset systems you create and save. These systems are unique to your login so
nobody else will have access to them. Systems will also remain if you cancel your
subscription and then re-upgrade again at some time in the future.

How to Use
– A page with some basic example videos to give an overview of the website and some of
its functions. These can fall out of date quite quickly where new functions and features are
added, we try to update these as frequently as practicable.
Example Downloads
– Some example extras of sample data intended to give the user some “outside the box”
demonstrations of how some of our data could be used. This is by no means intended to
show a way to make a profit in betting, it is purely an indication of the net level that you
can go to with data output. We try to keep these up to date and add in new examples
where required.
Bespoke Datasets
– We understand that sometimes users require just that little bit more, that is not
obtainable from our outputs, or the user requires some analysis beyond their skill level.
Requesting a bespoke data set will allow us to provide a quotation (where possible) to
provide what the user is looking for. This option is open to both basic and advanced
members alike.
About the site
– a brief overview detailing the history of the site.
Terms and Conditions
– Please ensure you familiarise yourself with our standard terms and conditions.
Terms and conditions are subject to change at our discretion.

FAQ’s
Here we try to cover the frequently asked questions, this should be the users first port of all
should they have an issue or problem. If after visiting this page there is no resolution, email
contact should be made with us. If we notice repeat enquiries covering the same or similar
subject, we will endeavour to add these into the FAQ page to benefit others.
Contact Us
A custom form which will send directly to our mailbox for any query you may have.
Please ensure that you check your junk / spam mailbox for our reply, and ensure that
info@football-bet-data.com is added to your safe senders list.

